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ABSTRACT

A complete workflow from capture via processing to the

display of video sequences, entirely in high dynamic range

(HDR), is described. This workflow is set up to allow for

image quality assessment of HDR content with renderings

for smaller dynamic ranges. Special emphasis is on the con-

trolled reproduction of lightness and color. Our method al-

lows capturing scenes with a high dynamic range, storing the

HDR content in physically meaningful units and displaying it

on a commercially available HDR display.

Index Terms— high dynamic range, video, capture, dis-

play, bracketing, stop-motion, photography

1. INTRODUCTION

High dynamic range images store real-world lighting infor-

mation to display a more realistic image. Novel capture and

display technologies enable an imaging pipeline that encom-

passes 5 orders of magnitude between minimum and max-

imum luminance, a contrast of 100 000:1. This covers the

range the human eye is capable to perceive simultaneously

[1]. Current HDR procedures however still consist of repro-

ducing HDR input data accurately to the available low dy-

namic range (LDR) display devices by mapping the content

accordingly. The definition of ’accurate’ is defined by the

best fitting tone mapping operator (TMO) for a certain imag-

ing task.

While tone mapping operators (TMO) have been a major

research topic in the past decade [2], of necessity to fit HDR

content to traditional low dynamic range (LDR) display lim-

itations, the emergence of HDR displays opens up new ways

to assess perceived image quality during TMO development.

Such algorithms have been studied widely but only few stud-

ies included evaluations of their visual performance in regard

to the original scene for obvious difficulties of setting up a

controlled test environment [3].

Using an HDR display [4] allows to simultaneously com-

pare mapped images with the closest-to-reality representation

of the scene, the HDR image. Much effort is put into the de-

velopment of a high quality HDR workflow, such as the devel-

opment of HDR cameras, displays and software components,

for example within the COST action IC1005 on HDRi1. How-

ever, for a setup of a HDR test environment for image quality

assessment, key parts such as a high quality HDR camera or

a video viewer for uncompressed data are not commercially

available.

In this paper, we describe a full HDR workflow that is

developed for psychophysical research of TMOs. The chal-

lenge is to process HDR data with agreeing luminance values

between the captured scene and the resulting displayed HDR

image. For this, devices need to be characterized by means of

luminance measurements. The image quality of TMOs shall

be visually evaluated on both, still images and video material.

For video material we need a method to bypass the current

limitations of HDR video camera availability and the display

of uncompressed HDR video data. A method is presented

to create HDR video from still images using multi exposure

imaging technology [5] [6] and stop motion. The display is

driven by a newly developed HDR tool named Viewy which

is able to prepare videos from still images and can display

several short-sequences of uncompressed HDR video in par-

allel. This allows us to set up a visual testing environment

where unmapped and mapped HDR content is displayed on a

Sim2 HDR47E display [7] simultaneously for subjective im-

age quality assessment. The main contributions of this paper

are: controlled HDR workflow, creation of HDR video se-

quences without HDR video camera, verification of workflow

by means of luminance measurements.

2. WORKFLOW

The workflow is summarized in Fig.1. Images of a scene are

captured as low dynamic range (LDR) exposure series. Then

the images are fused together into a device-independent HDR

image, based on a previously determined camera calibration.

1http:/http://www.ic1005-hdri.com/
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Fig. 1. Workflow from scene capture to video display

Depending on the application, different tone mapping oper-

ators can be applied, or the HDR data is left unchanged if

images have to be displayed as scene data. The HDR images

have to be adapted to the target display for which tone map-

ping has to be optimized. They are either put together into a

video or shown as still images. In the following, the different

steps are described in more detail.

2.1. Device Characterization

To calibrate the camera, an exposure series of a scene with

two identical Gretag Macbeth test charts in extreme lighting

conditions is captured (see Fig 2) similar to the set up used by

Fairchild [8]. The 48 gray and color patches cover a lightness

range of 4 to 5 orders of magnitude. The patches in the scene

are measured with a Minolta CS 2000 spectrophotometer at

the 63 cm measuring distance. To minimize the effect of stray

light, a black tubus with 35 cm length, a 6 cm diameter and

a 4 cm opening was placed around the lens (see Fig 3 for

measurement set-up).

An offset, a color transform matrix and a compensation

for stray light are determined in order to match the measured

X, Y, Z intensities with those in the HDR image. The section

about image fusion gives further details.

The same scene is then shown on the SIM2 display and the

48 patches are then measured on the display with the same

spectrophotometer (see Fig 3 right) and the parameters of a

calibration transform are calculated. The transform is analo-

gous to matrix profiles used in an ICC workflow, i.e. it con-

sists of a scale, a color transform matrix and a gamma correc-

tion exponent for the lightness adaption.

Fig. 2. Exposure series of two test charts in extreme lighting con-

dition, 12 images @1 EV spacing captures a dynamic range of 23

EV.

Fig. 3. Luminance measurements of scene inside capture booth

(left) and display (right) for device characterization. Stray light is

also measured (with and without black tubus).

2.2. Image Capture

HDR still images are photographed in a controlled capturing

environment with defined lighting, object- and camera po-

sition. The set-up consists of an X-Rite SpectraLight light

booth with two additional dedolight DLH4 spots, a rotation

stage and camera mount (see Fig 2). Objects are placed on

the 2-axes rotation stage which is moved on a defined, incre-

mental path. Sample images for a typical scene are shown in

Fig 5). At each of the 180 increments, the motion is stopped

just long enough to capture an exposure bracketing series.

Each exposure bracketing covers the dynamic range of the

scene. With the employed DSLR Canon 1D Mark4 which

has a sensor that covers 12EV for a single exposure [9], a dy-

namic range of 20EV is approximately achieved which cov-

ers the measured scene contrast of about 14EV, a contrast of

1:20.000. All settings on the camera are fixed, only the expo-

sure time is varied during bracketing.

Surveying HDR images on the HDR display that are cre-

ated from either Raw, sRaw and JPEG images, reveal that

2
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Raw images lead to the best image quality. Therefore sin-

gle images are captured in the Raw format to preserve high-

est accuracy and are downsampled using bicubic interpolation

outside the camera before HDR image fusion to the target res-

olution shown on the display.

Due to the nature of this set-up, only relatively small ob-

jects can be placed in the light box using the rotation stage.

Additional video material was collected from slowly chang-

ing natural scenes (e.g. sun sets) using bracketing and time

lapse methods.

Fig. 4. Capture environment with lightbox and camera mount.

Fig. 5. Incrementally rotated object. One movie sequence consists

of 180 such HDR still images, created with the stop-motion tech-

nique.

2.3. Image Fusion

In a first step, the images of the exposure bracketing series

are converted from the native Raw format to linear camera

RGB, without applying any white balancing. This is done

using dcraw2, an open source decoder for Raw images. Eval-

uating the resulting camera sensor characteristics showed that

for our purposes, the responses are sufficiently linear to allow

for the assumption that measured intensities scale with expo-

sure time, except if the sensor is saturated. This means, that

given a sensor value v and an exposure time t, we can safely

assume that the irradiance at the sensor is proportional to v/t.
A pixel in the final fused image is a weighted average of

the pixels at the same pixel location in the image, but acquired

using different exposure times. Assuming sensor values in

[0, 1], we use a triangular weighting function centered at 0.5,

i.e. we favor the exposure time that leads to a sensor value

midway between under- and overexposure. Similar to [6], we

have

w(x) =

{
x : x < 0.5
1− x : x ≥ 0.5

To guard against crosstalk in cases where one color channel is

fully saturated while another is not, for a pixel p we compute

a single weight as the minimum of the three channel weights,

i.e. w(p) = min {w(pR), w(pG), w(pB)}. Putting it all to-

gether, for a given sensor location, we have pixel values pi,
exposed for time ti, determining the fused value p∗ according

to

p∗ =

∑
i pi ·w(pi)/ti∑

i w(pi)
,

where i indexes the individual images of the exposure series.

The resulting values have not been corrected for different

sensor gains, and the data also suggests that these values are

affected by stray light. To correct for this, we use the gray

patches in the color checker, and for each individual channel

we make the ansatz that the sensor data can be explained by

the relation v = a ·Y + λ, where v is the channel value, a
is the sensor gain for that channel, and Y is the lightness of

the patch, measured in cd/m2. This leads to a simple least

squares problem. However, since the data spans several or-

ders of magnitude, we do not minimize absolute but rather

relative errors. In a final step, we determine a matrix that

transforms the fused RGB values into XYZ values. This is

again a least squares problem, based on the 48 XYZ measure-

ments in our reference scene. The resulting fit is shown in

Fig 6.

2.4. HDR Video creation

Short video sequences are now built from the calibrated HDR

stop-motion still image series. When processing images for

display, the 32 Bit values of the HDR files are converted to

RGB float values (3 × 32 Bit). Arbitrary tone mapping al-

gorithms can now be applied as well as any calibration de-

sired. The DVI-Plus mode of the SIM2 display expects input

color values in a vendor-specific 24 Bit LogLuv format. The

2http://www.cybercom.net/˜dcoffin/dcraw/
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conversion from RGB float values to the LogLuv format can

be done using a fragment shader in the GPU. With current

GPU drivers, the transfer of float values to the GPU is very

time consuming and therefore limits the frame rate when dis-

playing videos. By using preprocessing, all necessary tasks

like image scaling, tone mapping, calibration and finally the

LogLuv conversion can be done on the CPU. Later on, the

preprocessed data is transferred directly to the display with-

out any further processing. Due to much faster transfer rates

of integer data (3 × 8 Bit), the speed of our CPU-based im-

plementation even surpasses the GPU-solution.

When rendering videos, all frames are converted to the

LogLuv binary representation and are stored on disk as an im-

age sequence. As for intended application, only short video

sequences are used, the amount of memory available in mod-

ern hardware configurations is sufficient to hold all image

data. Therefore, all frames can be loaded from disk once

and then be accessed reliably fast. When displaying multi-

ple videos in parallel, they need to be synchronized. This has

been solved with a busy-loop which selects the appropriate

frame-number for each video, loads the images and displays

them simultaneously.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dynamic range. Using our characterization data, we have

shown that our workflow can handle HDR images with a dy-

namic range exceeding 1:20 000. There are two steps in our

workflow where colors could possibly be distorted. First,

when fitting the fused camera images to the measurements of

the actual scene. Second, when displaying the reconstructed

measurements on the monitor. Fig. 6 shows the measured in-

tensities in the scene and on the display (ordinate) as a func-

tion of the reference intensities (abscissa).The log-log plot

shows that the lightness is well controlled over an order of

magnitude of 4 to 5. A few of the darkest patches show a

lightness which is higher than modeled. A closer inspection

showed that the global stray light correction used for the cam-

era characterization is not accurate enough. The left row of

the test chart in the dark (see Fig. 3, left) was affected by

stray light of the bright scene on the left side much more than

the other patches, leading to lightness differences in the order

of the error seen in the plot.

Color reproduction. Color gamut on a display is re-

stricted by two factors, 1) the primaries of the display and

2) the maximum intensities of the three channels. Our Sim2

display has primaries that are close to the sRGB primaries,

thus it cannot display colors which lie outside the primaries-

based triangle in the x-y diagram (see Fig. 7 left). However

due to high intensities attainable with the HDR display, the

color capabilities for light colors are much larger than in con-

ventional displays. The lightness of reference white (typically

300 cd/ m2) is usually set well below the display’s maximal

capabilities (typically 4000 cd/ m2). (see Fig. 7 right).
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Fig. 6. Measured lightness range for display and scene compared to

intensities in HDR image.

Video speed. HDR-video rendering in two FullHD-sized

windows as well as showing three videos on one screen

showed very good synchronization and no stuttering with

30 FPS and more. Note that this speed is realized without

using any video compression algorithm. Playing videos in a

smooth, synchronized manner is an important prerequisite for

psychophysical testing of moving scenes.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The described workflow is a basis for setting up psychophys-

ical tests comparing representations of moving scene content

in HDR with tone mapped versions on the same display. It is

also a well controlled reproduction of lightness in a dynamic

range exceeding conventional display by one to two orders of

magnitude. Results of a first such psychophysical study us-

ing this workflow were presented by Sprow et.al. [10]. The

infrastructure is also suitable for other types of quality assess-

ment such as comparing videos using different compression

algorithms (JPEG XR or video compression) with uncom-

pressed videos. Nevertheless there are several issues, which

cause color and lightness reproduction to be far from perfect

and need to be considered carefully if psychophysical tests

are evaluated:

1) The technology of the available display using a limited

number of LEDs for back light illumination reduces the avail-

able local dynamic range of the monitor. However the human
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Fig. 7. Left: Gamut in x-y coordinates: Sim2 (red) compared to typ-

ical displays (iPad1 (violett), iPad3 (green); sRGB gamut is almost

identical to iPad3 gamut . Right: Gamut in CIELAB coordinates:

Sim2 (grid) with iPad3 (colored).

visual system also has a reduced perception of local intensity

ratios [11] .

2) Differences due to stray light effects for the spec-

trophotometric measurement, the capture with a camera and

the viewing by humans are compensated only partially. Here

a model for local compensation of stray light for the measure-

ment devices as well as the visual system could substantially

improve the matching of colors in a scene and its reproduc-

tion.

3) Note that for an assessment of perceived color dif-

ferences in an HDR environment the currently used color

difference models such as CIELab [12], CIECAM [13] and

iCAM [14] are not sufficient to describe color differences

over the dynamic range in question. They can not accurately

predict perceived color difference in the required dynamic

range. What would be needed is a model with local white

adaptation.
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